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HOMERIC MASCULINITY: HNOPEH AND AFHNOPIH* 

Abstract: This article investigates concepts of masculinity in the Homeric poems by focusing on two words: ivop. 
and ayfwvopir. We argue that whereas ienopen is a positive quality best understood as 'manliness', iayrvophi denotes 
'excessive manliness' in a pejorative sense. By comparing the use of these two terms we claim that it is possible to 

explore what constitutes proper, as opposed to excessive, masculinity in the Homeric poems. 
Our analysis of i'voper and &yrlvopitl suggests that some current views of Homeric masculinity need to be recon- 

sidered. Whereas much recent scholarship has emphasized the individualism of 'the Homeric hero', we suggest that 
individualistic behaviour on the part of men is presented as a serious problem in the Homeric poems. As well as the 
use of the terms Bivopo and ayqvopiTi, the frequent injunctions to 'be men' found in the poems confirm that solidar- 

ity with other men is an important aspect of Homeric masculinity. 
Our analysis also shows that the language of masculinity is employed very differently in the Iliad and the Odyssey. 

In the Iliad, excessive manliness is typically displayed by an individual who fails to show solidarity with other men 
on the battlefield. In the Odyssey, the suitors are standardly designated as 'excessively manly' for coveting another 
man's wife. In both poems, normative definitions of masculinity seek to regulate proper relationships among men. 

THE Homeric poems are fundamentally concerned with men and their exploits.' They explore 
masculinity from a variety of angles offering paradigms of male behaviour that became 

extremely influential in Greco-Roman antiquity.2 Scholars have discussed the question of what 
it is to be 'a/the man' in the Odyssey, and there has been much interest in the connection between 
'heroism and 'masculinity' in the Iliad.3 For this reason, it is all the more surprising that rela- 

tively little work has been done on some of the abstract concepts used in epic to define models 
of male behaviour. This article investigates the issue of Homeric masculinity by focusing on two 
words: rivope and a&Yrvopirl. Both nouns are etymologically linked to the word avnip and, we 

argue, are gendered terms in Homeric epic. We believe, moreover, that there is an important dif- 
ference between them: whereas ilvop?Tr is a positive quality typical of men, aymvopir denotes 
extreme manliness in a pejorative sense. By analysing the use of these two terms we argue that 
it is possible to trace some of the assumptions, expressed by the poet and several characters, 
about what constitutes proper, as opposed to excessive, masculinity. 

An analysis of Tivoperi and ayrvopirl suggests that some current views of Homeric mas- 

culinity need to be reconsidered. Scholars have often emphasized the merciless individualism of 
'the Homeric hero', whose bellicosity is supposedly unrestrained by notions of self-preservation 
or solidarity with others. Redfield, for example, speaks of 'an anticommunity of combat' where 
heroes 'must overcome mercy and terror and learn to value their honor above their own lives or 
another's'. Brooks claims that Homeric men are 'trained to meet every emergency by an act of 
reckless bravery'.4 We suggest, by contrast, that in the Homeric poems individualism is seen as 

typical of men, but is also presented as a serious problem. Proper masculinity, several passages 
imply, should involve consideration for, and solidarity with, other men. This aspect of Homeric 

masculinity has not been sufficiently highlighted. One consequence of this neglect is that histo- 
ries of masculinity - and of warfare - tend to present the rhetoric of masculine self-restraint as 
a post-Homeric invention.5 By contrast, this article suggests that the problems of masculine 
excess and lack of solidarity with other men are embedded in the very language of epic. 

* We would like to thank for the comments on this 2 For the influence of Homer in antiquity, see, for 

paper Simon Goldhill, Richard Hunter, Liz Irwin, Jason example, Lamberton and Keaney (1992). 
Konig, the audiences of seminars at the University of 3 E.g. Goldhill (1991) ch.1; van Wees (1992). 
Glasgow and the Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa, and 4 Redfield (1994) 104; Brooks (1977) 455. 
the anonymous readers of JHS. 5 See, for example, van Wees in Foxhall and Salmon 

1 In the diction of epic, the Homeric poems can be (1998) 16-19. 
described as Kicaea av6pCpv, as opposed to hymnic poetry and 
catalogues of women. Cf. LfgrE s.w. icXko; (B3) and i?eiwo. 
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In gender studies masculinity has often been explored in relation to its opposite, femininity.6 
However, recent scholarship has increasingly drawn attention to the fact that relationships among 
men are an important aspect of masculinity.7 It can indeed be argued that definitions of how men 
should behave towards one another are inextricably bound up with the conceptualization of male 
versus female gender roles. Along similar lines, this article mainly explores definitions of mas- 
culinity based upon notions of how men should behave towards one another. In section 4, we 
briefly explore some connections between notions of masculinity, as they emerge from a study 
of ivop? and a&yvopirl and a wider Homeric discourse about gender difference. 

1. HNOPEH AND AFHNOPIH: SOME LINGUISTIC CONSIDERATIONS 

Before investigating the wider implications of the Homeric words ivopEr and &ayrvopirm, it may 
be useful to start with some preliminary points about their formation and meaning. The word 
Tivop?|r is etymologically linked to &avip. The scholia gloss it with av6pia and translators tend 
to render it with terms such as 'manliness', 'courage', 'valour'. The abstract noun ayrmvopir 
derives from the adjective aynvop.8 The etymology of &aynvop is obscure: while the last part of 
the word is transparently linked to xavrip, the opening ag- remains a puzzle. On the basis of par- 
allels with adjectives such as ayai7rvop, ?IaoiVop and pr45ivvop, some scholars have argued 
that the first part of ay`vcop originally derived from a verb, perhaps ayco.9 According to this 
view, the first element of aynvwop was later reinterpreted as &ya-, 'very much' or 'too much'.10 
A recent study challenges this view and proposes that the emphatic prefix aya- is the real as well 
as the folk etymology of the beginning of a&yivop.11 This debate need not concern us here: for 
our purposes, it is sufficient to show that ay&`vop was thought to derive from iyav 
('very'/'excessively') and &vilp ('man') from early on in the epic tradition. Several Homeric 
words indicate that this was the case. 

In the Odyssey, other adjectives are attested which look as if they were formed on the model 
of &yjvcop, understood as 'very/excessively manly': &avvcop, ?|nvvop, cf i)r?pnvop?ov. Just 
as in the case of these other adjectives, the first element of aynvop would have been understood 
as adverbial rather than verbal. Subsequent readers agree with this interpretation when they 
gloss the word ayrvopil as aiyav av6pia.12 Modern scholars follow their example, translating 
the noun &yrvopirl with terms such as 'excessive valour', 'pride', 'manliness'.'3 

In sum, from a synchronic perspective, 'ivop&? and ahyvopin both describe abstract qualities 
linked to the word for 'man'; dya- at the beginning of aynvopirl is emphatic. What remains to 
be seen is whether the meaning of these two words is closely connected to their etymology, and 
whether there are any significant differences in the way they are used. 

Let us begin with the first question. The fact that rivopP?r and a&yvopin are etymologically 
linked to the noun dvqip does not in itself explain their meaning at any given period. In other 
words, it remains an open question whether, in the Homeric poems, they are strongly gendered 
terms. The only way to establish the denotative centre of nvop?n and a&yvopinl in the Homeric 
poems is to examine in detail the passages in which the two words are used - which is what we 

6 See, for example, Connell (1987) 70. 1 See Anttila (2000) 36-8. 
7 See, for example, Cornwall and Lindisfare (1994). 12 See schol. D ad II. 4.303, cf. Ap. Soph. s.v. 
8 For the formation of abstract nouns ending in -itl, cf. ayivcop, Etym. Magn. s.v. aymvopia;, Suda s.v. aY- 

Coffey (1956). He discusses a&yvopirl at 33-4. vopil schol. DAGe ad II. 9.700. Other references in 
9 For &yo, see Risch (1944-49) 39-41, followed by LfrgE s.v. &yrlvopin (A). 

Chantraine (1968) 10. Sommer (1937) 193 suggests ayagai. 13 See, for example, LSJ s.v.; Chantraine (1968) 10. 
10 For the etymology and meaning of &ya-, see 

Anttila (2000) 28-30. 
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do below.l4 To begin with, however, we offer some observations which, in our view, strongly 
suggest that VOvopk? and ayrvopirl are indeed gendered terms in Homeric diction. In the first 
place, it should be noted that iivop?l is a quality exclusively displayed by men. 'Ayrvopirl can 
be displayed either by men or by some male animals (lions and boars) to whom warriors are 
compared. Only men are described as a'yfjvop?;; men, as well as the male lions and boars of the 
similes, are said to have a 0o,ugb a&Tyvop. Other adjectives whose formation parallels that of 

ayijvcop are also strongly gendered. 'Av/lvcop is used in a context which leaves no doubt as to 
its sexual connotations: Odysseus should make Circe swear that she will not make him avi1vcop: 

'unmanly', 'impotent'.15 The participle i)n?prlvop?ov is applied only to the suitors and the 
Cyclopes: two all-male groups. The adjective ei?)VjvWp, attested only twice in Homeric epic, 
qualifies things rather than men, yet the things it describes are associated with typically male 
activity: bronze is described as e?nWvop at Od. 13.19. Einjvcop is also the wine that Menelaus' 
male guests bring to the banquet; their wives, by contrast, send bread.16 

Even this brief survey strongly suggests that ilvopel, ayrvopirl and related words are gen- 
dered terms in the Homeric poems: they are applied only to men, male animals, when they are 
compared to warriors, and objects which are linked to men. What remains to be seen is whether 
there are significant differences in the use of y a vopir as opposed to 'vop?&. This is not easy 
to establish: the two words are never explicitly contrasted in the poems or even used in close 

proximity to each other, so no single passage can be quoted in order to answer the question. 
As we have seen, the main difference between the two words is the ag- element at the begin- 

ning of ayrvopiri. A comparison with cavlvop and e?tivyop shows that ag- was understood as 

aya-, 'very', 'extremely'. However, the precise force of the prefix remains to be explored. 
Since aya- need not be pejorative in Homeric compounds,'7 ayrvoprlI can be understood as 

'great manliness' or 'excessive manliness'. 
Some scholars argue that ayrvopirl is always pejorative: Chantraine, for example, renders it 

as 'vaillance excessive, orgueil'.18 Others see no significant difference between ilvop?t and 

yrmvopirl: they treat the latter as an emphatic version of the former.19 The only way to establish 
whether ayrvopirl indicates 'excessive manliness', as opposed to properly virile behaviour, is to 
look in detail at the passages where the term is used. In our view, a close reading of these pas- 
sages shows that &a(yvopir always implies an element of criticism towards those who display it. 
The adjective ay#)vop also tends to have a negative connotation. 

Because the exact meaning of the words we discuss is yet to be established, we leave them 
untranslated in the course of the discussion. For the sake of clarity, we treat Iliadic and Odyssean 
passages separately: as will emerge from the argument, the terms are employed to different ends 
in the two poems. 

2. HNOPEH AND AFHNOPIH IN THE ILIAD 

In the Iliad, 'ivop? tends to be mentioned together with other qualities: KapoS;, ao?vo;, Ka,k- 
Xo;;20 and, in one case, it is said to be a gift from the gods.21 At Iliad 8.226 = 11.9, Achilles and 

Ajax are said to have trusted in their 'ivop?r when settling at the extreme ends of the Achaean 

14 For later uses of dyqvvwop in lyric and tragedy, see tives dyaKAkv6o, dyaKX?TzEo;, fiydOeo; indicate great, 
Sideras (1971) 42 and Silk (1983). Silk convincingly rather than excessive, fame or godliness. 
argues that although by the fifth century the word was 18 Chantraine (1968) 10. 
archaic, its meaning was stable and continued to reflect 19 LSJ, for example, translates both Greek words with 
Homeric usage. the English 'manliness'. Translators of the Homeric 

15 Od. 10.301, cf. 10.341. poems tend not to differentiate between the two terms. 
16 Od. 4.622. 20 See, for example, II. 6.156, 8.226, 17.329. 
17 Olympus, for example, is aydvvu(poS, 'very' - 21 II. 6.156. 

rather than 'excessively' - 'snowy'; similarly the adjec- 
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camp. In this way, the settlement is safest: the two strongest men flank it on either side. The 
safety of the group is also important when fivopFi is displayed on the battlefield. In iliad 
17.327-32, Apollo, disguised as Periphas, describes a group of men as trusting in their own 
vop iieico op'ilt) and fighting to victory. Their example is meant to 

inspire Aeneas and the Trojans at large: they should all fight like the men described by Apollo. 
In a rather different passage, 1'vopF11 characterizes the behaviour of a single individual: in this 
case, it is said to weaken rather than improve the chances of the group as a whole. This is how 
Nestor instructs the Achaeans before battle (4.303-5): 

4,98E, rt; inno(YAo'jvlr zE KOCi 7ivopE'q(Pt nen~Joto6j); 
oto; irp&O' &iXXov g1isL'itw Tpwds-aat ieaXat, 
gjm6'a aVCXxwPEitOr &XwanC6v6t6Epol y&Cp EGeOe. 

Let no man, trusting in his horsemanship and enoree, 
dare to fight with the Trojans alone, in front of the others, 
nor let him give ground, for that way you will become weaker. 22 

Both Apollo in Book 17 and Nestor in Book 4 encourage cohesion among fighters, but their atti- 
tude towards 'ivopFf seems to be different. It is viewed positively if it inspires confidence in a 
whole group (cf. 17.329 a&v pc; ... nUw1oiO6tC; fivop_Qt), but can become a problem when an 
individual who trusts in it (4.303 1'vop&'qn _7E1TolOd;k) advances on his own. In fact, Nestor 
claims that a rash action of that kind is as damaging to the group as retreating behind others. 

If we now turn to &9yrvopi?f and the more common adjective &'yfjvop, we find that these terms 
also betray a preoccupation with individualistic behaviour and the safety of groups, but that they 
are not used in the same way as 'ivopE'7. One common context in which the adjective ayfjvcop 
is found are similes. Typically, a lion with a Oig6; &y#vowp faces a crowd of armed men and 
dogs, thereby risking his life. In Book 12.299-309, for example, Sarpedon is likened to a hun- 
gry lion whose Oup6; &yf1vop bids him to face a crowd: 

6ripov ?111 KpeuoV, KEXetat t Ouib;/ iyijvop 
.uiXOw 1CtlpT~GOVtca KOi ?S IWKivO 6ogLov t~Xeeiv ? 
C( ntep yd6p X'rEijprlai ~Tp' rnrr6qnp P3~rropa; ~iv6po; 
c51V KUiX3 1COX1 6OtPE~CTG qnAaaao0~Vtcx ne~pi CtiWx, 
oil p tge wr0)ipi tO; XEiiovE 

o aeytxoio 5irxt0xi, 
&XX' 6 y' nEp,,'" i e tiXCiev 0;K, i"Ji ici x&r6; 

&j; lxx t6'r' &lV-ieEov Xxpirii66jva 9x8; &XVFiKE 

Et~ic i:ralo 7rEP (CPXqE")P1t( T(XP ;aiYr' (Pt PC'0TohCX; &o8 .c 

He advanced like a mountain lion, who for a long time 
has gone lacking meat, and his thumos agenor 
bids him get at the sheep, even entering their well-built fold. 
And although he finds herdsmen there, guarding their flocks 
with dogs and spears, still he does not refrain from trying the fold, 
and either he makes a leap and seizes a sheep, or else 
he is hit in the first attack by a spear from a swift hand. 
Just so, his spirit bid godlike Sarpedon to rush to the wall 
and break through the battlements. 
At once he spoke to Glaucus, the son of Hippolochus: ... 

22 All translations are loosely adapted from Lattimore (1962) and (1975). 
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After this passage, Sarpedon goes on to deliver a famous speech in which he reminds Glaucus 
and, probably, himself of the reasons why they should fight in the first line of battle.23 Sarpedon 
points out that glory, and the many social and economic advantages which he and Glaucus enjoy, 
must be earned by fighting in the front line together with the other champions (12.321). The lion, 
of course, needs no such elaborate explanations about social prestige, banquets, wealth and fame: 
his O9iS(; ayrlvop bids him to leap forward simply because he is hungry. While the simile rests 
on the parallels between the 0'ogo6; of Sarpedon and that of the lion, there are important differ- 
ences between the two: Sarpedon justifies his decision to fight in social terms, whereas the lion 
is isolated and governed by his individual need for survival. The isolated animal, moreover, has 
to face socially organized men who may well overcome him. 

Other similes emphasize the hunger and isolation of an animal, and imply that a man should 
not behave exactly like that animal. For example, at the beginning of Book 12 a raging Hector 
urges the Trojans to leap across the Achaean ditch, although the action seems suicidal.24 In his 
impetus, he is compared to a boar or a lion who is killed by his own a&yvopirl (12.41-50): 

(); 68' oT a'v ev T? K:DVE?at KatI aV8padc`t rlpezTf1tot 
KaXptoq i; iL Xcov cap:cpeati p aeT vt P? iex?aiVOV 
oi 8eT? tCUpyrmbOv c(p?aS; awXoo); &apTovavteS 
OCvxTov 'ilavTat Kao aKov:i`o)(t 0alaetS& 

taiXa&q ?i;K XEip&)v -o 6' oi) TIOTE Ki)8acd,tov KfIp 
tappei o)86 (poPeiTat, &yrvopill 8e6 gIV KTa 
rXap(cpa e:? .TEc :p?Epat oXaS a vp; vov ntelpTiricov 
O77I:t r T'i0{)1oTq, T:I T ' ?'KOx)t1 C :{eq avSpcov 
&); "EKTop av' OpItXov I9)v 9iaaGo0' ?taipoV; 
da(ppov ?EnoTpDSvwv 8tapaltvgev ... 

As among dogs and hunters a boar or a lion turns about, 
exulting in his own strength, but the men, closing themselves 
into a wall around him, stand facing him and shoot him with 
arrows thick and fast from their hands - yet his brave heart 
does not flinch or fear: his own agenorie kills him; 
and again and again he turns on them trying to break the men's ranks, 
wherever he charges, the ranks of men give way to him; 
so was Hector as he went in the crowd, rallying and urging his friends 
to cross the ditch... 

The simile is meant to emphasize Hector's isolation at the precise moment when he is trying to 

rally his supporters. Moreover, it suggests that Hector's isolation makes him vulnerable to the 

enemy. As in the previous simile, the single animal is confronted by socially organized men in 
battle formation, and in this case they kill it. Hector, by contrast, is saved from his own impe- 
tus because a friend, Polydamas, manages to persuade him not to cross the ditch.25 The man, as 

opposed to the animal, can count on the support of other men. Sarpedon turns to Glaucus, Hector 

accepts Polydamas' advice. 

23 This has often been seen as the most explicit 24 Clarke (1995) 149-52 offers a good discussion of 

expression of 'the heroic code', although it should be this and other similes where, he argues, there is an impli- 
noted that Sarpedon mentions what 'kings', rather than cation that a man should not behave exactly like a lion. 
'heroes', should do (cf. I/. 12.319: paoatiLe). See 25 Ati/. 12.61-2, Polydamas diplomatically addresses 
Whitman (1982) 28, Redfield (1994) 99-101, Haubold Hector together with the other Trojan leaders, although 
(2000) 3-6. he was the only one who wanted to cross the ditch: in this 

way, he avoids direct confrontation and manages to rein- 
tegrate Hector into the group. 
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There is one extraordinary case in which a man is compared to an animal with a Oug6o; 
&aynvo)p, and no difference between the two is implied. The man is Achilles and the comparison 
is meant as a criticism.26 When Achilles insists on mistreating the corpse of Hector, Apollo urges 
the other gods not to support him, and describes his attitude as follows (24.39-45): 

akk' o6Xoilt 'AxtW.i', 0eoi, po6X?o0' ?Eapip1yEtv, 
)1t oi)T' (p (ppEves ?eiov evatulotll oi0JT vOTgaX 

yvagxjrov ?vi oT l:eoot, ?o~v 8' &5 a~ypta oI8ev, 

0; T' Ex?i ap g?eyadl'rt ?e Pint KaIl a&yivopt D01og& 
e?'ia; ?Eta' ?CI gCiTka ppor&:v, 'vaC 8ainla hXpntOtv 
c5 'A%Xt^E?; iXeov l?V &adTcceoev, o68 oi aoi6o; 
yiyve?Zlt, ii T' avpaS; lyca oive?ati 8' 6vivriot. 

But no, you gods want to help this destructive Achilles in whose 
breast there are no proper feelings nor a pliable mind: his thoughts 
are as savage as those of a lion who gives way to his own great 
strength and thumos agenor in order to get food; 
so Achilles has lost pity and has no shame 
- shame, which greatly hurts and benefits men. 

Apollo's remark harks back to another lion simile in 20.164-75: in that passage, Achilles, whose 
OZuo)gL (Y aVWP urges him to attack Aeneas, is compared to a particularly terrifying lion. The 
overall effect of that simile is one of pitiless ferocity, and indeed, in Book 24, Apollo accuses 
Achilles of being immune to considerations of pity or shame, like an animal. The god implicit- 
ly remarks on the differences between the behaviour of the lion and what is expected of Achilles: 
it should be noted that whereas the lion's spirit is described as aytjvop, shame is said to pertain 
to 'men' (av6pacc 24.45).27 The qualities mentioned by Apollo are essentially relational, where- 
as the lion and Achilles act without consideration for others. Once again, the expression 0u4o6; 
ayrvcop brings with it the problem of proper interaction among men. 

Apart from the similes in which an isolated warrior is compared to a lion or boar with a 0u16o; 
ay& vop, several other passages suggest that the terms dayqivop and &ayvopirt characterize indi- 
vidualistic, antisocial and often self-destructive behaviour on the part of an isolated warrior. This 
point emerges, for example, from a comparison of the nightly foray carried out by Diomedes and 
Odysseus with Dolon's failed attempt to accomplish a similar feat. 

When Diomedes plans the expedition, he tells Nestor that his 0uLo6; aWyivcop bids him to go 
and spy on the Trojans. However, he immediately adds that it would be more comforting and 
safer to go with another man (10.220-6): 

N&oTop, ?T' o6pivet Kpa8irt Kal v 0gb0; aYfivcop 
av86pv 8Og(CevCov 6Vvat oapa'rov Eiyy; EVTwov, 

Tpdoov asX' ei' Tig; tOl av ip ai' EixTCOI Kicai aiko; 
La&XXov Oakitoprl KOai apoacXereTpov eTaCt. 

Cuv r? 86' epxogevo, Ka[ Ire npO TO EVO6rloev 
0xOtio KEp8o0 rlt' to- oVO; 8'e 1i'kp TE vo7iaIlt, 
akdx xr ol ppadooTv te v06o, Xez'mr 8E 'e jt LI;. 

26 Clarke (1995) usefully discusses II. 24.39-45 in the 27 Cf Cairns (1993) 132 with further bibliography. 
context of other similes where Achilles is compared to a 
lion. He argues that these similes mark different stages in 
the story of Achilles' anger. 
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Nestor, my heart and my thumos agenor 
bid me to infiltrate the army of enemies who are near us, 
the Trojans; yet if another man accompanied me as well, 
there would be more warmth and greater confidence. 
When two go together, one at least recognizes 
where the advantage may be; a single man, even if he thinks 
about it, has a limited mind and shallow plans. 

Eventually, Diomedes chooses Odysseus for the task, and the choice is appropriate, since lixtg;, 
v6oo and the ability to recognize K?p68o are needed. Interestingly, however, Diomedes justifies 
his choice in a different way: he could not forget, he says, Odysseus' Ouoi S aycvop (10.244). 
Odysseus, in other words, can match Diomedes' own Ouo S ayivcop: the danger that he may rush 
forward on his own and lose his life is thus averted. It is telling that, later in the book, Odysseus 
signals to Diomedes not to indulge in killing more enemies and drives him back to safety.28 

Unlike Diomedes, Dolon shows no consideration for his own safety. At 10.319-20 he informs 
Hector that his Oui6o; a'vcop bids him to go and spy on the Achaeans: to that extent, his 
announcement parallels that of Diomedes. What he says next, however, represents a sharp 
departure. Instead of musing on the advantages of sharing risks with a capable friend, e thinks 
about the possible rewards of his expedition: he wants Hector to promise him Achilles' horses, 
should his sortie be successful. Later, he seems to regret his bravado. When he hears the sound 
of men running after him, he supposes that they may be friends sent by Hector.29 Instead, the 

footsteps turn out to belong to 'enemy men' (10.358 iavp?s; 8itot). When Diomedes and 

Odysseus catch up with him, they find out from him the location of Rhesus and his men, and 
then proceed to take his life. Dolon's OuoiS6; ayhvop inspires a rash and self-destructive action 
which, moreover, has dreadful consequences for the Trojans at large: Rhesus and his men are 
also killed by the two Achaeans. The text presents Dolon's isolation as a reason for his vulner- 

ability: Diomedes and Odysseus pursue him as two dogs chase a single hare or a fawn,30 and, 
when they catch up with him, they demand an explanation for the very fact that he is alone.31 

The examples discussed so far show, among other things, that when a man yields to his Ou0ioS 
aypvop, his actions have negative effects for other men: Dolon's confession causes the death of 
Rhesus and his men, Hector urges the Trojans towards a suicidal action, Achilles fails to show 

proper shame or pity and thereby causes great suffering. Some other uses of the expression 
uio6;S adyivwop show that it is linked to antisocial behaviour even in contexts where it does not 

refer to bravery on the battlefield. 
At lines 2.225-42, Thersites encourages the Achaeans to mutiny and urges them to sail home. 

There are some indications in the text that when he begins to speak he commands some support. 
However, he is eventually brought low by Odysseus. At that point, the Achaeans have lost all 

sympathy for him. The spectacle of Thersites shedding a tear prompts one man to whisper to 
another: 'This is the best thing Odysseus has ever done. I do not think Thersites' Ouo6; a6yivcop 
will bid him insult our leaders again.'32 In this context, the expression Oujo; ayrivop is 

employed with a certain amount of irony: it is hard to envisage the deformed and by now thor- 

oughly humiliated Thersites as in any way similar to a lion or a warrior ready to leap forward 
and face the enemy. Yet, the Achaean's choice of words is not inappropriate: Thersites has 
stepped out of line with his decision to speak; his action, moreover, is damaging to himself (he 
ends up in tears) and, potentially, to the community (in that it encourages dissent and lack of 

cohesion). 
28 See II. 10.488-93, 502, 513-14. Diomedes' dan- 30 Il. 10.360-4. 

gerous thirst for blood is compared to that of an attacking 31 II. 10.385. 
lion at II. 10.485-8. 32 Paraphrase of II. 2.272-7. 

29 II. 10.355-6. 
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The story of Achilles confirms the intimate connection between ayqvopirl, isolation and anti- 
social behaviour. When Phoenix, Odysseus and Ajax try to persuade Achilles to return to the 
battlefield in Book 9, he refuses to do so. He replies to Odysseus' entreaties by stating that, 
rather than joining them in the fighting, he plans to go back to Phthia (9.398-400): 

ev0a 68 oti [16 ia rnoXObv enreaoo o OuCio; &ayvop 
yigLOavta CLv.otvilV a Xoov, kilKciUv aiKOITtv, 

KTr?lgaao T pxteoat T&a yeptov eKTcOaTO nHrne7X;. 

and my thumos agenor much rather drives me in that place 
to take a wedded wife in marriage, a suitable bride, 
and enjoy the riches gathered by old Peleus. 

It may seem strange, even paradoxical, that a OxuoS; cacyvop bids a warrior to turn his back on 
the battlefield and find himself a wife. As we have seen, it usually impels lions and boars to face 
the enemy and die, which is precisely what Achilles is refusing to do. Yet his use of the expres- 
sion is not simply perverse.33 As we have seen, a 06olS; ayrivcop typically belongs to an isolat- 
ed individual who pays no attention to the views, needs and safety of the men around him. 

Other characters agree in blaming Achilles' Ouig6; ayi`vop for his refusal to return to the battle- 
field. Ajax points out to him that a man's Oiui; adyirvop should be satisfied by recompense and 
apology (9.635); and, at the end of Book 9, Diomedes describes Achilles' reaction to the embassy 
as the ultimate manifestation of aevopirl. This is what he says to Agamemon (9.697-700): 

'ATpEi6rt KVi6taT?, a`va avv6pcov 'Ay6ajsevov, 

[ii o(peX?;S XtioeaGalt aujiova rIlXetiova, 

Lupita copa 8t8o6o; o 6' oy' aivp eoi Kait aXx(o; 
VDV Ca itv 7COxt 1axx^ov adYvopititiv ?vfiKaq. 

Son of Atreus, most lordly and king of men, Agamemnon, 
I wish you had not supplicated the blameless son of Peleus 
with countless gifts. He is agenor at the best of times, 
but now you have driven him far deeper into his agenoriai. 

Achilles' exceptional manifestation of a&yvopir? is emphasized by the unique use of the plural 
at 9.700: there are many instances in which he displays this quality. Diomedes continues by urg- 
ing the Achaeans to forget about Achilles and concentrate on what they can do themselves: sleep 
and eat to gain strength, and then, at the break of dawn, begin to fight again. His intervention 
prevents the assembly from sinking into utter despondency: in the face of Achilles' defection, he 
encourages bravery and solidarity among the others. 

Diomedes' comment suggests that the problem of Achilles' &ayivopifl is crucial to the Iliad as 
a whole. The proem of the Iliad tells us that Achilles' wrath causes 'endless suffering' for the 
Achaeans, on whose side he is supposed to be fighting. The opening lines, in other words, invite 
us to see the poem as an exploration of Achilles' damaging relationship to the other Achaeans.34 
One important question, in the interpretation of the poem, is whether Achilles is justified in 
rejecting Agamemnon's embassy in Book 9.35 Like Apollo in Book 24, Diomedes in Book 9 uses 
the term ayqvopiri to suggest that Achilles is in the wrong. As the ayivcop man par excellence 
(cf: 9.699: 6 6' ayijvcop eati KCa atXokkc), he does not have sufficient consideration for others. 

33 For Achilles' exceptional use of language, see 35 See, for example, Schein (1984) 104-16, Edwards 
Parry (1956), Griffin (1986), Martin (1989). (1987) 231-7, Zanker (1994) ch.3, Griffin (1995) 25-8. 

34 II. 1.1-2 with Latacz (2000) ad loc. 
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3. INJUNCTIONS TO 'BE MEN' 

An analysis of ivop?, aYmvopirl and ayjivop in the Iliad shows that these words tend to be used 
in contexts where solidarity among men is of paramount importance. Normative uses of the 
word avqip confirm that men, qua men, are expected to show solidarity with one another in the 
context of war. 

Perhaps the most significant observation to make is that, in exhortations, the word avijp is 

always used in the plural. Never, in the course of the poem, is an individual told to 'be a man'. 

By contrast, warriors are often addressed collectively and told to 'be men'. Passages which con- 
tain the injunction to be men are frequent and similar.36 In every case, the context is war: a group 
of men are told to take courage, be ashamed of each other, and keep together in mutual support. 
The speaker, moreover, always addresses them as (pikot. The standard opening, 'be men, my 
friends...', not only establishes a positive sense of bonding, but also suggests that the speaker 
belongs to the group of (plXot he addresses, and speaks from within it. 

Given that injunctions to be men follow a traditional pattern, one example may be sufficient 
to capture the general flavour and implications of this type of encouragement. At 11. 5.529-32 

Agamemnon addresses the Achaeans as follows: 

'Axpeir;S 65' av' oijgtov Ecpoita noXk& K?X?e)0vV 
"(1) pi0o, davp?eq ?o: e Kcai aEK;KLtov Tiop ?eLo0e, 
aXxflkoiS T' a(i6eioe1 Kacza Kpacepa;S o. tivaox; 
ai6o.vcoLv av6p6ov ni,Eoveq a6oit i iE:cpavxat' 

(peViy6vTov 5'oiT' &p Ki?co; opvu)at oi-T z TI; aiK." 

And Atreus' son ranged through the masses with his many orders: 
'Be men, dear friends, and take up the heart of courage, 
and have consideration for each other in the strong encounters, 
since more come through alive when men consider each other, 
and there is no glory when they give way, nor strength either.' 

Every element in Agamemnon's speech is paralleled in other injunctions to 'be men' found in the 
Iliad: the address to a group of friends, the connection between masculinity and courage in war, 
the suggestion that the judgement of friends should be heeded, the overall sense of solidarity for 
the sake of safety and glory. There is one passage, however, which differs from other injunctions 
in one crucial detail. At Iliad 15.659-60, we are told that Nestor exhorts the Achaeans to battle 

by addressing each man individually. The fact that Nestor talks to each man, as opposed to 

addressing a group, is repeated at the end of his speech (15.667). For the present investigation, 
it is interesting to see in what ways Nestor's address to 'each man' affects the pattern described 
so far. This is what he says (15.659-67): 

Ncorrop aop e dXlGtoxa rep/ivto;, o;po; 'Aalcov, 
Xi(ToeO' bxep TOKw&OV YOvvo-ievo; avSpa icKaaoov 
"C) (pikot, av?pe5; ?ore, Kai ai8o) 0oe0' evi 9ox)g&i 
a^Xov &av0p(x7ov, nri 06 kvTioaaOet ?KcaTto; 
ncat6ov io6' a&o6Xov Kai KTGIoto; IT?i TOKI0)v, 
71EeV 0 TEO1 ~(00oat Kal Ot KaTaTxeOviKalaot 
-TWV i;cep v068' yi youovadojiat OV tape6vTov 
Tod(4tevat KpaT K Epc, lrO Tpa tpo ?o (e popovSe." 
) ei;TOiV O Tp)ve I?VOC Krai OLv EKvdowxoU. 

36 See II. 5.529, 8.174, 11.287, 15.487, 561, 661, 734, 16.270. Thersites mimics this standard trope at II. 2.235. 
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And then Gerenian Nestor, the Achaeans' watcher 
begged and supplicated each man, for the sake of his parents: 
'Dear friends, be men, have shame in your hearts 
in front of other human beings, let each of you remember 
his children and wife, his property and his parents 
whether one man's parents are alive or have died. Here 
I beseech you for the sake of those who are far away 
to stand strongly and not be turned in flight.' 
Speaking like that he stirred the courage and spirit of each man. 

The parallels with the speech of Agamemnon are obvious. Nestor addresses the Achaeans as 
(piXol and tells them to be men: note, once again, the plural. The purpose of the speech, more- 
over, is ostensibly the same: to encourage strength in battle and prevent the men from running 
away. This is achieved by an appeal to shame (ai66S;, aiSE6iOat), but the group whose judge- 
ment the men should heed is different: in one case, they should think about one another, in the 
other, they are encouraged to remember their families. Unlike Agamemnon, Nestor is envisag- 
ing two groups: the men (xavpes) who are there on the battlefield, and the far-away human 
beings (av9pop7oQ) who are dear to them. It is in relation to those back home that each man 
becomes an individual with a particular set of people to care for and circumstances to remember. 

While it is acceptable for an individual man to think about his own family back home, all the 
passages of martial exhortation where men are told to be men suggest that masculinity or 'being 
a man' in this context entails belonging to a group of warriors. Proper men should think about 
one another and offer support. 

4. HECTOR AND ANDROMACHE ON MASCULINITY 

We are now in a position to place the norms of proper masculine behaviour as they have emerged 
so far within a wider discourse of gender difference. Several passages in the Iliad can be quot- 
ed in order to explore how differences between the two sexes are conceptualized, but the most 

explicit definition of gender roles, in a context other than abuse, is uttered by Hector.37 His last 
words to his wife provide a useful starting point (6.490-3): 

akh' d OIKOV ioiaoa ta a' ax tis epiya KeoLtE, 
IGTOV T' llXaKaT7rlv T?, KaOl &a'pUr6Xoiai K?XEDE 

epyov ?70oiXE0aaX * roXE05o; 68' av6pera<ai ?TgEXai?I 
italt, laXiatcl a 6' 40oi, Toi 'IXi(o1 eyyeyaaicv. 

But you must go back home and take up your work, 
the loom and the distaff, and see to it that the maids 
ply their work too; war will be the concern of men, 
all men who live in Ilios, but me beyond others. 

To some modem sensibilities, Hector's words may sound dismissive, but he actually intends to 
comfort his wife. At this point in the narrative, Hector and Andromache do not find themselves 
in their proper place: they have met half-way between home and the battlefield, at the Scaean 

37 For the definition of gender roles in abuse see, for battlefield as the domain of men. For other passages, see 
example, II. 2.235, 7.96; cf. Diomedes' words to also Beye (1974) and Easterling (1991). 
Aphrodite at II. 5.348-51: all these passages define the 
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gates.38 The encounter is painful for them both, and provokes Andromache to give Hector some 
military advice: he should stay inside the citadel, while ordering the people to protect the most 
vulnerable section of the walls.39 In response to his wife's questionable advice, Hector tells her 
that he shares her anxiety, that he cares for her more than for anyone else in the world, but that 
he would be ashamed to face the men and women of Troy if he did what she suggested: Troy will 
fall, if the gods so decree, but in the meantime Hector and Andromache must do their duty and 
return to their proper place.40 This statement, then, rather than simply an assertion of male 
authority, should be seen also as an attempt to establish normality, or 'proper tasks', in a moment 
of crisis. 

For our purposes, the most obvious point which emerges from Hector's words is that the task 
of men, as opposed to the several female duties he mentions, is summarized by a single word: 
iT6X,toS;. Other passages in the Iliad confirm that war is presented as the defining activity of 
men. Poseidon, for example, uses the same sentence uttered by Hector to put an end to the battle 
of the gods. He invites Hera to sit and watch, while men do the fighting: KOXto;, 6' av6peaoa 
iesfi|?it, 'war will be the concern of men', he points out at 20.137. The Iliad as a whole bears 

out what Hector and Poseidon say: men, as opposed to both women and gods, are largely defined 

by their engagement in war. n a sense, then, the discourse about masculinity we have inves- 

tigated so far aims to define how exactly men should behave when engaging in the male activi- 

ty par excellence. 
What is perhaps less obvious about the encounter between Hector and Andromache is that 

both of them seem to be aware of the more precise definitions of proper masculine behaviour on 
the battlefield we have investigated so far. When Hector draws a distinction between his own 
duties and those of his wife, he insists that war is the concern of all men. At the same time, he 
also singles himself out 'beyond others'. In doing so, he seems to be performing a careful bal- 

ancing act between ivopEll and &ymlvopi. On the one hand, he is perfectly aware that war 
demands solidarity with all men as a group; on the other, he singles himself out as being partic- 
ularly concerned with war. For this reason, perhaps, Andromache is not reassured by his speech: 
she goes back to her duties crying and fearing for the safety of Hector. 

Later, in Book 22, when she hears the noise of people crying outside, she immediately con- 
cludes that Hector is dead. In this context, she explicitly mentions Hector's Tyhvopir as the 
cause of his death (22.454-9): 

at' yap anx' oiaxros; ?i e.elU ei7roS, aExa .a,'aivus 
8i&68co iL 8 gtOI Opawftv "EKTopa 6io; 'AXtIXXi; 
uiovvov a7corT,i a; ioXitos; 7e6iov&e 6irjTai, 

Ical 6OT liv KaCa7avo1Tll ajyvopirl; &aeytivfi, 
1i gIV E?XEGK, e7'Ei X) 

' 
WC 0 ?Vi lnhrXTli ?IEVEV av8PCOv 

&aXka coXtb TCPOOEGaKE, TO OV ,?VOS O)8eVi ?l'K(OV. 

May what I say never come close to my ear, yet dreadfully 
I am afraid that great Achilles might have cut off bold Hector 
alone, away from the city, and be driving him towards the plain, 
and that he will have put an end to the bitter agenorie 
that always was on him, for he would never stay back where the men 
were in numbers, but break far out in front, his strength giving way to no one. 

38 The tensions created by this unusual circumstance 40 II. 6.440-93. 
are explored by Arthur (1981). 41 For the connection between masculinity and war in 

39 RI. 6.431-4. the Iliad, see also Redfield (1994) and van Wees (1992). 
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Andromache's reaction seems to follow directly from her last encounter with Hector. When he 
told her he was concerned with war above all other men, she was not reassured; and when she 
hears in the wailing on the walls, she immediately concludes that Hector must have died because 
he was far away from the others, on account of his akyvopir. Although he told her he was only 
doing a man's duty, she feels that he went beyond the call to which all men were responding. 

This disagreement between husband and wife shows one last time how difficult it can be to 
pin down exactly what proper rivoprT might entail in any given situation. It also confirms that 
the problem is keenly felt by the characters in the story; and that the narrator takes care to make 
sure that we, the audience, feel it too. Finally, and most importantly for our purposes, this cru- 
cial episode, which spans the better part of the poem, confirms the basic parameters of the dis- 
course of ilvopefl/ayrmvopil. What is implied in Hector's statement in Book 6 is spelled out by 
Andromache in Book 22: excessive manliness, ayrvopirl, entails separation from other men, 
death and, ultimately, negative consequences for the other men on the battlefield, as well as for 
one's own family and community. 

5. HNOPEH AND AFHNOPIH IN THE ODYSSEY 

As we have seen, solidarity on the battlefield turns out to be a crucial aspect of what it means to 
be a man in the Iliad. Injunctions to 'be men' confirm that masculinity involves above all prop- 
er relationships with other men on the battlefield. Achilles is a key character through which the 
implications of masculinity are defined and explored: as the proem makes clear, his story is con- 
cerned above all with his relationship to the other Achaeans in the context of war. Iliadic views 
about masculinity, in other words, are intimately connected to the poem's overall narrative project. 

In the Odyssey too, the language of masculinity reflects the wider themes and preoccupations 
of the poem. For this reason, before offering an analysis of ivoperl and related terms, it is best 
to start with some general considerations. The Odyssey, as the proem makes clear, is concerned 
above all with one man: Odysseus. It has been argued that the first word, Uiv6pa, asks us to read 
the poem both as the story of a particular man, Odysseus, and as a paradigmatic exploration of 
what it is to be a man.42 It has also been pointed out that avilp can mean 'husband' as well as 
'man', and that this meaning is relevant to our understanding of the Odyssey, since the poem tells 
us the story of the avilp who, after a long journey and a war against his wife's suitors, finally 
manages to be reunited with her.43 For our purposes, it is above all important to note that the 
man of the proem is an isolated individual on his way home. In this context, the language of 
masculinity no longer emphasizes the importance of solidarity among men on the battlefield. 
However, as we shall see, relationships among men continue to be an important aspect of mas- 
culinity. 

As well as telling the story of Odysseus, the poem focuses on his son Telemachus, who grap- 
ples with the problem of how to become a man worthy of his father. In the first book, he echoes 
Hector's words to Andromache in an attempt to define himself as the man of the house, but he 
is only partially successful in doing so. When Penelope appears in front of the suitors, he tells 
her to go back to her rooms and let him do the talking, because gii0oS is the concern of men 
(1.356-61): 

42 See, for example, Goldhill (1991) ch.l. Kahane 43 See, for example, Kahane (1994) 59-67 and 
(1994) 59-67 also discusses the tension between a gener- Haubold (2000) 140-3. 
al meaning of av6pa (any man) and one that indicates 
Odysseus in particular. 
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"a& ?' q oiKcov iooaa a oa'amis; ?'pya KOLI6te, 
ioCx6v ' TiXaK6aTm v T?, Kai &aq(rplt6Xoto(nt K??'e 
?pyov ?toiX?aoat i00o; 8' a&vp?aEit eXi?aet 
rcalt, gaXbtara 8' qior TOu yap KpatoS; ?oT' ?vi O''KoI. 
'H ?v Oalprioaoa CaXtiv OlKc6v8 P?EPjKc' 
nati6bS yap i90ov 7c?vuC0?vov ?v0ero 0xul)lt. 

'But you must go back home and take up your work, 
the loom and the distaff, and see to it that the maids 
ply their work too; speeches will be the concern of men, 
all men, but especially me, since I am in charge of this household.' 
She went back inside the house in amazement, 
for she took to heart the wise speech of her child. 

Penelope is impressed, but there are problems with Telemachus' claim that i5)OoS defines what 
men do. In fact, both men and women utter uAOoti in the Homeric poems.44 His own speech, 
moreover, is said to be that of Penelope's 'child' (361: 7ca66bS iO; ov 7E7cV)?evov). If we bear 
in mind that the word itaS;, unlike ioS;, characterizes (male and female) children as opposed to 
adults,45 it becomes all the more obvious that, no matter what Telemachus might claim, gu.Oo; is 
not exclusively or unproblematically the prerogative of adult men. Later, in Book 2, the suitors 

accordingly suggest that fine speeches alone will not turn Telemachus into a man worthy of 

respect (2.85-6, 2.200). In the course of the poem, it becomes clear that being a man involves 

fighting the suitors, not simply talking to them. 
If we now turn to the language of masculinity, we see that it resonates in harmony with the 

overall narrative project of the Odyssey. 'Hvop?o is attested only once, a'yrvopirl is not attest- 
ed at all, so our analysis focuses on the adjective ayt|vop which, together with the participle 
)7?p|rvop?vw, conveys a clear impression of what it means to be excessively manly in the world 
of the Odyssey. Let us begin, however, by looking at the one instance in which the word iVOp9 ? 
is used. 

In Book 24, when the war between the suitors' faction and that of Odysseus is about to break 
out, Odysseus turns to Telemachus and exhorts him to match the fivopF? of his forefathers 

(24.506-9): 

TrqIAaX', ij6r1 TOv Xr6? y' Ei'oea axrbo; ?neX0o)v, 
av86piv oapvaolvcov tva T? Kpivovxat aptoxot, 
tLfl Tt KacatoaiDV?V eCaTv?p(V y?voS, o' TO 7iapo; En?p 
&XcxXl T ' ivop?lt T? KEKa(LE?6a raaxv ?X7' axtav. 

Telemachus, now that you have come yourself and are present 
where men do battle so that the best distinguish themselves, 
make sure not to shame the blood of your fathers, for in the past 
we have excelled in valour and enoree all over the earth. 

As was the case in the Iliad, solidarity among men on the battlefield is an important aspect of 
Tivop&?. However, in this case the concept is invoked in order to establish continuity between 
different generations, not co-operation among equal members of a group. There is an important 
difference between Odysseus and Telemachus: for the father, ivopp? is linked above all to his 

past exploits; for the son, it is something still to be proven. This use of the term reflects the fact 

44 For example, Penelope and Odysseus rejoice in one 45 See LfgrE s.v. (B)1. 
another's gt5)ot when they are finally reunited (Od. 23.301). 
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that the conflict with the suitors' faction, although repeatedly described as 7i6Xs?uOs,46 remains at 
the same time a family affair. The masculine solidarity embedded in the concept of 'ivop?Tr is 
appropriated here for the purpose of reinstating Odysseus' rule within the family and in Ithaca. 
Telemachus remains first and foremost a son, not a full-grown man fighting a war among other 
men on the battlefield. 

'Hvop?l|, as a concept, remains marginal to the Odyssey: it is invoked as something that was 
displayed in the past and should be displayed again by the next generation. An analysis of 
ay#vwop, by contrast, shows that excessive masculinity is a central concern in the Odyssey, 
although it entails a different kind of behaviour from what it involves in the Iliad. To be sure, 
there are some continuities between the two poems. At Odyssey 11.562, for example, Odysseus 
asks Ajax to master his OiugoS ayivaop and listen to him. Ajax, however, refuses to do so: the 
parallels with Achilles' ayrmvopiri in Iliad 9 are unmistakable. By and large, however, the expres- 
sion Ougo; ayfvcop is used in contexts where characters manage to restrain their impulses and 
listen to someone else, or to their own better judgement. Thus Odysseus restrains the O8uo;S 
ayvfvop of his companions and vice versa, in the interest of common safety;47 while Penelope 
manages to persuade the suitors' Ouio6S ayfvw)p by arguing that they should postpone any plans 
for marriage until she has finished weaving the shroud for Laertes.48 It is significant that in the 
majority of cases, the expression Ou.bos a'y|vo)p is coupled with the verb eOieo,iaxt: because their 
Outbo; ay|vcop is persuaded, characters manage to avoid rash and (self-)damaging behaviour.49 

There is, however, one important exception to this tendency. The adjective ayijvop is stan- 
dardly used to characterize the behaviour of one particular group of men: the suitors.50 This use 
of the adjective may, at first sight, seem strange. In the Iliad it is almost always used in the sin- 
gular, and it often describes an isolated individual who rushes forward into battle on his own. 
The suitors are neither isolated nor excessively brave. And yet, if we bear in mind the interpre- 
tation of a&yfvop as 'excessively manly', it makes sense that it should be used to describe them. 
Their excessive masculinity is displayed, above all, in the fact that they covet someone else's 
wife. An avrijp, or the av1|p of the proem, desires his own wife; the uvraTr-ip?s; a&yvop?; reveal 
their lack of manly restraint by wooing another man's wife. As in the Iliad, proper as opposed 
to excessive masculinity is determined largely by one's behaviour towards other men. 

That the expression Lvria7Trip?; adyivop?; refers specifically to the suitors' excessive mas- 
culinity is confirmed by the use of the participle iTnepr|vop?ov, 'engaging in hyper-masculine 
behaviour'. Except for one passage,51 the term always describes the suitors and is obviously 
modelled on &a(yvcop in the narrow sense of 'excessively manly'.52 

46 See Od. 24.475, 543; cf. 24.499. 
47 See, for example, Od. 12.324 and 10.474. 
48 See Od. 2.103, 19.148 and 24.138. 
49 Odysseus tells his companions not to touch the cat- 

tle of the Sun and (initially) manages to persuade their 
0ugoi; a'ylvop, Od. 12.324. After he has rescued them 
from Circe's transforming powers, she begins to co-oper- 
ate with them: she gives them advice on how to look after 
their ships and possessions and persuades their ugoi6; 
ayfjvop, Od. 10.406. Later, at Od. 10.466, she persuades 
the 0ugl6o a&ynvop of Odysseus and his companions to 
eat, drink and regain strength. After a year, Odysseus' 
companions remind him they should go back to Ithaca 
and manage to persuade his 0ugi6 dayrvvop, Od. 10.474. 
Circe then asks them to eat, drink and sleep and then lis- 
ten to her advice on how to accomplish the rest of their 

journey, Od. 12.28, thus persuading their 0ui6o; adyilvop. 
Not all passages follow this pattern. For an exception, 
see Od. 12.414. 

50 Od. 1.106, 144, 2.235,299, 16.462, 17.65, 79, 105, 
18.43, 346, 20.284, 292, 21.68, 23.8. 

51 At Od. 6.5, the Cyclopes are described as 
)bnep7vopCovTe;. The participle qualifies the noun: they 
are no ordinary men. 

52 See Od. 2.266, 324, 331, 4.766, 769, 17.482, 
20.375, 21.361,401,23.31. Note that {)teprvop?o is for- 
mally a verb although it is never actually used as such. 
Using a verbal form, rather than an adjective, may be a 
way of emphasizing the outrageous activities of the suit- 
ors and the Cyclopes. In direct speech, the already nega- 
tive participle may be further qualified by the adverb 
KacKcG (Od. 2.266, 4.766). 
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The language of masculinity suggests a close parallel between the excessive, over-bold suit- 
ors of the Odyssey and the recklessly individualistic warriors of the Iliadic battlefield. This par- 
allel may, at first sight, seem surprising; and yet it makes sense on more than one count. In the 
first place, the behaviour both of suitors, gvTrartTpes; ayfivopsq, and of warriors who listen to 
their Oubo; aoyv(op is self-destructive. Secondly, and perhaps most importantly, it is antisocial, 
in that it fails to take into account the needs and rights of other men. In both poems, therefore, 
normative definitions of masculinity emphasize the importance of proper relations among men: 
on the battlefield, they seek to ensure solidarity for the sake of safety and glory; in times of 
peace, they safeguard the role of the man/husband within the family. 

CONCLUSION 

The notion of progress features large in histories of women and female gender roles.53 To be 
sure, scholars usually draw attention to persisting problems in gender relations,54 and often add 
that progress has taken place only in Western societies;55 but these qualifications only serve to 
reinforce the underlying teleology. Histories of masculinity tend to mirror these problematic 
assumptions about progress and change,56 although the tone can be more ambivalent. Claims 
about the condition of men in earlier times can be read either as critical or nostalgic.57 However, 
the notion that the standards of acceptable masculine behaviour have changed is paramount. 
What is less easy to see is in what ways normative definitions of masculinity changed over time. 
At a very general level, it is often claimed, or assumed, that masculine self-restraint was learned 
only gradually in the course of history, typically in response to certain social challenges, such as 
the establishment of democracy, or the movement for women's liberation.58 

In order to sustain this kind of discourse, it is important to show that 'in the beginning' men 
were unfettered by notions of self-restraint, collaboration or social responsibility. Within the 
field of classics, the Homeric poems have often been used precisely to make that point. Many 
scholars discuss the Homeric world as a foil for the self-restraint and social cohesion that men 
were expected to display in the fifth century.59 In doing so, they can rely on a substantial body 
of Homeric scholarship which does indeed claim that 'the Homeric hero' displays little or no 
sense of solidarity, collaboration or self-restraint.60 

53 See, for example, Duby and Perrot in Schmitt 
Pantel (1992) IX-XXI. 

54 See, for example, Clark (1989) 39-40. 
55 The encyclopaedic History of Women edited by 

Duby and Perrot (1992-94), for example, only includes 
Western women: the implication must be that other 
women have experienced no change worthy of historical 
enquiry. Nussbaum (1999) 85 explicitly equates the 
experience of women in the developing world to what 
happened 'further back in our history'. This attitude 
underplays the amount of communication and shared his- 
torical perspective which exists among contemporary 
societies. Ancient women did not know the word 'femi- 
nism', whereas contemporary ones do, even though the 
works of feminists writing in Arabic do not tend to be 
translated into Western languages. For the latter problem, 
see Badran and Cooke (1990). 

56 Connell (1987) 68, for example, limits the history 
of masculinity to Western Europe and North America 
between the 18th and 20th centuries. He claims that in 

other societies and 'in European culture itself before the 
eighteenth century' women are/were considered inferior 
specimens of men, rather than bearers of distinguishable 
'female' characteristics. This extraordinary claim reflects 
widespread assumptions: most works on masculinity 
limit themselves to Western Europe and North America in 
the last two centuries. For more inclusive ethnographic 
approaches, see, for example, Gilmore (1990), Cornwall 
and Lindisfarne (1994). 

57 See, for example, the summary history of gender 
relations in Farrell (1994) 24-5. 

58 See, for example, Connell (1995) 191-2. 
59 See, for example, van Wees in Foxhall and Salmon 

(1998), and Goldhill (1986) ch.6, with further bibliogra- 
phy. For the importance of caring and kindness in the 
Iliad, see Lynn-George (1996), who does not relate his 
findings to definitions of masculinity. 

60 See, for example, Redfield (1994) 104 and Brooks 
(1977) 455, quoted above, p. 60. 
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The observations made in this article can help to qualify these assumptions in some impor- 
tant ways. Although there are obvious affinities between modem conceptions of the 'Homeric 
hero' and ancient epic views of masculinity, a study of the terms iivop6e and aymvopirl can serve 
to focus our attention on a well-developed discourse which condemns male tendencies towards 
antisocial and self-destructive behaviour. Such language is, of course, situationally motivated. 
It is often employed by characters to suit specific rhetorical ends, and put in their mouths by a 
narrator who is interested in exploring various aspects of male behaviour. What we suggest, 
then, is not that the dominant model of Homeric masculinity was 'in fact' collaborative and 
restrained rather than individualistic and ruthless. Rather, we hope to have shown that much of 
the tension between men's individual achievement and their need for collaborative effort, which 
scholars have so often detected in fifth-century responses to Homeric epic, is built into the lan- 
guage of epic itself. 

BARBARA GRAZIOSI 
JOHANNES HAUBOLD 

University of Durham 
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